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System DescriptionThe Nexa™ system provides up to 1200 watts of unregulated DC power at a nominal output voltage of 26 VDC. With the use of an external fuel supply, operation is continuous, limited only by the amount of fuel storage. Using hydrogen fuel, the Nexa™ module is extremely quiet and produces zero harmful emissions, permitting indoor operations. 

                                                    Figure 1
General DescriptionThe Nexa™ power module is a fully integrated system that produces unregulated DC power from a supply of hydrogen and air. Ancillary subsystems include hydrogen delivery, oxidant air supply and cooling air supply.
Fuel Cell PrinciplesThe  fundamental  component  of  the  Ballard®  fuel  cell  consists  of  two electrodes,  the anode and the cathode,  separated by a polymer membrane electrolyte. Each of the electrodes is coated on one side with a thin platinum catalyst  layer.  The  electrodes,  catalyst  and  membrane  together  form  the membrane  electrode  assembly.  A  single  fuel  cell  consists  of  a  membrane electrode assembly and two flow field plates, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2
Basic Instructions•  Ensure  that  the  Nexa™  system  is  installed  in  a  well-ventilated  lab  area equipped with hydrogen alarm sensors. Alternatively, install the Nexa™ unit underneath a fume-hood.• Ensure the air quality of the test lab is sufficient for fuel cell operation. For example, do not operate the Nexa™ system adjacent to gasoline generators or in a non-ventilated room. Install the Nexa™ power module onto a stand using the mounting feet, as shown in Figure 5.•  Provide  a  suitable  supply  of  hydrogen.  Connect  the  fuel  supply  to  the hydrogen  connection,  as  shown  in  Figure  5.  Refer  to  the  Interface Specifications for detailed fuel purity and connector specifications.• Connect a 24 VDC battery to the Nexa™ control board, as shown in Figure 5. Alternatively, you may use a 24 VDC power-supply. Ensure the power supply is capable of at least 6 amps to support current surges on system start-up. Refer to the Interface Specifications for detailed installation and connector specifications.
NexaTM State Field - Indicates the current operating state of the power module, which may include any one of the following system states:
• Standby - The Nexa system is in Standby when power is being supplied to the control board from an external power supply or battery, but a start signal has not been applied.
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•  Starting -  When a start signal is applied,  the NexaTM system enters the Starting State. The cooling fan and the air pump are started and the solenoid valve isolating fuel supply is opened to create stack voltage. During the start-up sequence,  stack performance,  sensor readings and operating conditions are monitored and evaluated against permissive criteria to determine if the system is capable of running. If any of the start-up criteria are not met during the Starting sequence, the system fails (Start Time Expired) and flagsthe NexaTM State Field accordingly.
•  Running - After the start-up criteria are met, the NexaTM power module enters  the Running State and power may be drawn from the unit.  At  this point, the Nexa controller closes the external relay that connects the fuel cell module to load.
• Warning - A Warning State is issued if any of the fuel cell system operating parameters  fall  outside  of  a  desired  range.  The  NexaTM  module  will  still operate and produce power during a warning. Refer to the Warning Status Field description for details.
• Stopping – If the start signal is removed, the NexaTM module goes through its normal shutdown procedure. Hydrogen is vented from the fuel cell stack to remove water from the anode flow channels.  The air pump blows product water from the cathode side of the fuel cells for storage. After, the cathode air and cooling air  supply  are stopped,  and the hydrogen solenoid and purge valves are closed to isolate the stack.
•  Failure  - A Failure State is issued if any of the fuel cell system operating parameters  falls  outside  of  a  permitted  range.  If  this  occurs,  the  NexaTM module  shuts down immediately.  The system remains in  the Failure State until  it  is  returned  to  Standby  by  removing  the  start  signal.  Refer  to  the Failure Status Field description for details.
•  Non-Restartable – In most cases, failures are resettable by removing the start  signal,  returning  the  NexaTM  module  to  Standby  mode  and  starting again. However, for safety reasons, certain types of failures (hydrogen leaks, software faults  & self-test faults)  are defined as Non-Restartable.  If  any of these faults occur, the system is put into a Non- Restartable State and cannot be restarted by simply toggling the start signal. The Non- Restartable State persists until it is cleared using the diagnostic software features provided by NexaMon OEM, with the assistance of Ballard Customer Service.
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Non Conventional Energy Systems Facility                                                                            •  Install a load relay on the positive output terminal of the fuel cell stack to prevent  premature  power  draw  from  the  Nexa  module.  Connect  the  load relay  control  signal  to  the  Nexa™  serial  communication  port,  as  shown in Figure  5.  Make  sure  to  test  the  load  relay  is  working  properly  before operating  the  system.  Refer  to  the  Interface  Specifications  for  connection details.•  Connect a blocking diode on the positive output terminal of the fuel  cell stack, as shown in Figure 5, to prevent applying reverse potential to the fuel cell stack by a battery or some other DC power module integration.• Connect the positive and negative output terminals of the NexaTM module to a DC load bank for providing a load during system testing.• Provide a 5 V start signal to the Nexa™ serial communication port, as shown in Figure 5. Refer to the Interface Specifications for connection details.• Provide suitable water drainage for the oxidant air exhaust line. •  Connect  the  Nexa™  serial  communication  port  to  a  computer  through a RS485 to RS232 converter. Refer to the Interface Specifications for the serial interface connection details.•  Develop  interface  software  to  read  and  log  Nexa™  operational  data transmitted through the serial message. Refer to the Software Interface of the User’s  Manual  for  the  messaging  format  and  communication  protocol specifications.
Failure Status Field - Indicates the kind of failure that has occurred after the NexaTM module has been put into the Failure State. Types of failures include: High  Stack  Temperature,  Low Stack  Voltage,  High Stack  Current,  Low Cell Voltage, Low Fuel Pressure, Fuel Leak, Low Oxygen Concentration, Low Air Temperature, Low Purge Cell, Low Battery Voltage, Start Time Expired, Self-Test Fault and Software Fault. Refer to Table 14 for the failure alarm limits of the Nexa power module. The latest firmware revision (00.03.01) incorporates modified alarm limits to increase availability and extend system operation.
Status LightsThe following status lights are displayed on the NexaMon OEM Main Screen.
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Non Conventional Energy Systems Facility                                                                            • The green Start Line light comes on when the start line has been activated. The start line indicates that the NexaTM power module has been signaled to start.•  The  green  Cell  Voltage  Check  light  comes  on  when  the  voltages  of  the individual fuel cells are high enough for proper operation.•  The red Serial Timeout light comes on when there is a problem with the serial  inputs  or  outputs,  such  as  when  the  communications  connector  is unplugged or the data transfer is too slow.• The red Checksum Error light comes on when there is a checksum error in serial  communication  from  the  NexaTM  power  module,  indicating  poor communications.•  The  Other  Error  light  is  for  all  other  errors.  An  error  message  will  be displayed  once but  the  error  light  will  remain  on as  long as  the  problem persists. Click “Details” to view more information about the error.
Procedure for the Experiment1. Observe the systems and identify the parts from the following figure

Figure 3
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Figure 42. Make sure all connections are tight and you are safe from exposed parts of the assembly. Care must be taken to avoid contact with circuit elements while in operation as they carry a very high amount of current of the range of 18-46 A.3. Do a soap bubble test on the cylinder and connection junctions of the hydrogen fuel supply at and below the Hydrogen pressure regulator to detect any possible hydrogen leaks. If any leak is detected DO NOT START OPERATION AND INFORM THE LAB INCHARGE. 4. Ensure your hydrogen sensor alarm is on.5. Supply power to the circuit board by giving it the 24 V DC supply through the adapter.6. Run the NEXA-OEM software for tracking data. Make sure data logging is on. 7. Using a key open the valve on the hydrogen gas cylinder make sure the pressure is between 2 to 3 bars as the pressure will drop once you start the cell and  the system will shut down once the pressure goes below 0.5 bar.8. Once the hydrogen supply is on the cell goes in stand by mode. Now you can give the 5 V signal to the circuit board and start operation. 9. Continuously monitor the fuel leak and pressure during a ten minute operation.  You can see the variation of various parameters w.r.t. time. Vary 
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Non Conventional Energy Systems Facility                                                                            the fuel pressure of necessary but DO NOT GO OUTSIDE THE ALLOWED VALUES.10. Once the duration is complete shut the cell down by putting the toggle switch of 5 V supply off however do not stop data logging. The cell will start shut down procedure and do not be alarmed by the sudden increase in fan speed and other changes.11. Save the data file.12. Calculate efficiency by using the given program13. Answer the questions.
QUESTIONS1. Why does the fan speed increase in the end?2. Why is a humidifier used?3. What is the mechanism by which hydrogen supply is maintained inside the cell?4. What applications can you run with this cell?5. What is the use of the diode?SAFETY1. Do not touch the cell stack at any time. It might be highly charged.2. Ensure there is not a high amount of H2 leakage. Read symptoms of hydrogen exposure from the manual.
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